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.. .The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the dis-
cussions at both the symposium and the workshop was that, in spite of
the widely held and widely publicized opinion that malnutrition in early
life jeopardizes mental development, the evidence to support this opinion
—especially that from studies conducted in man—is scanty. Futhermore,
most of the work has been carried out on children suffering from extreme
degrees of malnutrition and there is practically no evidence of a relation-
ship between the much commoner mild and moderate forms of malnu-
trition and mental retardation. What seems probable is that there is an
interaction between malnutrition and other environmental factors,
especially social stimulation, and that the child's ultimate intellectual
status is the resultant of this interaction.

A difficult ethical problem is raised by some types of research on
malnutrition, especially intervention programmes in which an attempt
is made to suppress, at least temporarily, one or more of the factors that
may be having an adverse effect on mental development. Such work
should not be undertaken without considering the consequences for the
subjects concerned and the implications for public health programmes.
Is it ethical, for instance, to give a child extra food for a while and then,
when the research is completed, to allow him to revert to his former
inadequate diet ? Are the results of such research applicable to public
health work ? Are the results obtained in one area reproducible in another
quite different area ? There is so far no answer to these questions.

What is certain is that, although a great deal of research in both
animals and man has been carried out in this field, much remains un-
known. The relevant studies depend to a large extent upon measurement,
and a great deal of work has still to be done to perfect the methods of
measurement employed. However, complicated methods, although
technically feasible, are usually inapplicable in the countries where
malnutrition occurs. Both the symposium and the workshop underlined
the very careful preparatory work in methodology and planning that are
an essential prerequisite for obtaining meaningful results in the study
of the relationship between malnutrition and mental development.
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